Overview - Interface overview

The Overview module on the Home page shows all the created Boxes which form the most basic layer of the application.

The scope of the Box can include any set of issues in Jira defined using a JQL filter or projects or sets of projects.

### Feature | Description
--- | ---
+ Add new | Open the Program Wizard (Program Wizard) to create a new Program.

#### Sort by
- Name
- Status
- Start date
- End date
- Leader

#### Modes
- Kanban board
- Hierarchy
- Timeline
## Filters

Filter Boxes list based on selected criteria:

- **My Boxes** - filter out all boxes where you are not the leader.
- **Favourite** - filter out all boxes that are not marked as favourite.
- **Type**:
  - Program Box (show the highest level - Program level)
  - Program Increment (show the Program Increments)
  - Iteration (show the iterations)
- **Status**:
  - Not started
  - In progress
  - Closed
- **Visibility**:
  - Public
  - Private
- **Date filter** - filter Boxes list based on the start or end dates of the boxes.
- **Search box** - filter by the Box name.

When a filter is applied and higher level items do not fit the filter criteria they will be greyed out and still shown on the list.

## Full screen view

Hide the Jira's and app's headers.

Go to the next page - Overview - Views - Timeline.